Exploring Listening Strategies Employed by EFL Learners in Question and Response Tasks
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Abstract
This study aimed to explore listening strategies EFL learners use when completing mock TOEIC listening tests; investigate listening strategies that lead to success in answering the test questions; and find out how differently high-, intermediate-, and low-proficiency learners use listening strategies in four different task types. A total of 23 participants were selected for stimulated recall protocol interviews. Verbal reports from each participant were coded using taxonomy, and each strategy participants used was grouped according to listening task type. The results from the stimulated recall protocol interviews revealed that participants employed identification of words and chunks, hypothesis formation, monitoring against the question, and matching lexis heard to lexis in the question strategies to help them arrive at the answers in the question and response part. Learners with the three levels of proficiency employed similar strategies in their listening test. However, the frequency and quality of the strategies used to help them arrive at their answers were completely different. Learners whose linguistic knowledge was limited struggled to apply listening strategies to solve listening problems, whereas learners whose linguistic knowledge was automatic were able to comprehend the listening passage and apply appropriate strategies synchronously to solve listening problems.
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1. Introduction
Listening in a foreign language is difficult because learners have to process real-time speech using linguistic and non-linguistic knowledge. Additionally, the fast speech of the speakers in the recording as well as the connected speech where words begin and end (e.g. weak forms, contractions, elision, and assimilation) causes learners, particularly learners with a low level of language proficiency, to struggle (Harmer, 2001; Renandya & Farrell, 2011). Listening is challenging because learners have only one opportunity to hear the recording, and they cannot ask that it be repeated. Thus, learners need to rely on their listening abilities to process real-time prompts and select the correct answers (IIMURA, 2018; Trew, 2007). Listening is even more difficult when learners attempt to complete a test such as Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC), The International English Language Testing System (IELTS), and Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) (Taladngoen & Esteban, 2022). There are four listening task types in TOEIC listening: photograph, question and response, short conversation, and short talk. In the question and response task in a mock TOEIC listening test, learners will hear questions or statements following the four three alternatives. Neither the questions nor the responses will be printed in the test book. Learners will have to choose one correct response that best answers the question and statement that they hear (Educational Testing Service, 2022). Learners need to have phonological and morphological knowledge to successfully answer the questions. Learners also need to understand the concept of sound, assimilation, and deletion in the listening part of phonological knowledge. Learners who have a wide amount of vocabulary knowledge will have an advantage in morphological knowledge. Therefore, learners of all proficiency levels are recommended to prepare themselves in advance with questions, alternatives, and distractors (Taladngoen & Esteban, 2022) and with listening strategies used to solve listening problems.

Limited studies have been conducted in listening comprehension and listening instruction in language classrooms. For example, Goh (1998) studied ESL learners’ listening strategies and tactics in intensive English
language and academic programs in Singapore University. Goh’s results showed that high-proficiency learners were able to use different strategies such as elaboration, inferencing, and prediction to solve listening problems. Rost (2011) and Oxford (1990) commented that listening strategies were needed for developing listening skills, so teachers should teach learners listening strategies. Vandergrift and Goh (2012) listed the following listening strategies: cognitive, metacognitive, and socio-affective. Graham, Santos, and Vanderplank (2008) investigated the methodologies related to listening strategies from two groups of proficiency; top linguistic knowledge learners and bottom linguistic knowledge (BLK) learners. Their results showed that top linguistic knowledge learners combined many listening strategies. For example, the former used prediction strategy with metacognitive strategy, whereas the latter used negative strategy when they could not hear anything. Few studies have been conducted on the use of listening strategies in the testing listening context. Research on listening strategies used in the testing context, particularly in the question and response task in the mock TOEIC listening test, is also scarce. One relevant study is Pan (2015), which explored Taiwanese university learners’ listening strategies in the TOEIC. The results revealed that learners used different strategies depending on their language proficiency. For example, learners used planning strategy in the photograph task more often than in the short talk and question and response tasks. Moreover, Pan (2015) found that the strategies learners used depended on their proficiency. As previous studies showed, listening comprehension, listening instruction, and listening in the standardized test are limited because the methodological difficulties when examining the thinking processes of the learners taking a test (Yi’an, 1998) and use indirect method to measure complex processes (Rubin, 1994). Therefore, language teachers should prepare learners with listening strategies. The teacher should not only teach what listening strategies they use but should also emphasize how to use those strategies appropriately in different listening task types. In this study, the TOEIC listening in question and response task is chosen because questions and responses are not printed in the test book. This is in contrast to other tasks such as conversation and short talk, where learners can read the printed text beforehand and select the best responses. Thus, this study aims to explore listening strategies that learners of different proficiency levels employ when completing the question and response task in the mock TOEIC listening test. The results will be beneficial to both teachers and learners. The former will be aware of how to teach listening while focusing on learning strategies, and the latter can prepare themselves for a standardized listening test such as an exit exam or a job application exam. The research question in this study is as follows:

1. What listening strategies do learners of different levels of proficiency use when completing the question and response task in the mock TOEIC listening test?

2. Method

The present study adopted a qualitative method to explore the listening strategies used in the question and response task in the mock TOEIC listening test. Participants were classified into high, intermediate, and low levels of proficiency according to the TOEIC listening mock test score. Participants with scores between 60 and 90 were classified into the high-proficiency group, participants with scores between 40 and 59 were classified into the intermediate-proficiency group, and participants with scores between 20 and 39 were classified into the low-proficiency group. Purposive sampling was used to select participants for stimulated recall protocol interviews. Seven participants were selected from the high-proficiency group, six participants were selected from the intermediate-proficiency group, and 10 participants were selected from the low-proficiency group. The study was conducted in a private university in Thailand, and third-year learners enrolled in a listening and speaking course and preparing for a proficiency test were recruited. They were English major and non-English major students, and the numbers of the years they had studied in an English course were completely different. For example, non-English major students studied three to four of English courses, while English major students studied more than five English courses.

Before the stimulated recall interview, the teacher provided instructions on how to perform stimulated recall. The teacher showed participants a video and instructed them to verbalize their thoughts according to a stimulus such as a listening prompt, question, or choice. Participants would asked to stop the recording before saying what they thought out loud.

After the 23 participants finished their stimulated recall interviews, the researcher transcribed the interviews using Microsoft Word. Then, the researcher and listening expert employed and coded the metacognitive and cognitive taxonomy from previous studies (Santos, Graham, & Vanderplank, 2008; Simasangyaporn, 2016; Young, 1996) to cross-check the reliability of the coding. The coding was broken into smaller chunks, and the researcher typed the strategies learners used using the comment function in Microsoft Word. After the researcher finished the transcription and coding, the blank transcription was sent to the inter-rater for reliability checking. Last, the researcher created a strategy grid in Microsoft Excel to examine the strategies participants of different
levels of proficiency used to answer questions in each part of the listening test.

3. Results

According to the analysis of the listening test in the question and response task, the strategies that participants employed were identification of words and chunks, hypothesis formation, monitoring against the question, and matching lexis heard to lexis in the question.

3.1 Identification of Words and Chunks

The first example is from PH16, a high-proficiency participant who demonstrated that she was able to use numerous strategies to answer a single question.

Question 13. Where did you put the package for Ms. Sato?

(a) Ms. Sato is over there.
(b) They’re on her desk.
(c) She packed her bags.

PH16

“The question starts with ‘where.’ The answer is B because it tells the position of the thing that is ‘on her desk.’ I think the answer is B, but can I listen again, please? I think I am so confident with the answer this time. I have heard ‘Where did you put’ . . . There is the word ‘put,’ means something needs to be placed there for sure. Choice A, I have heard the word ‘Ms. Sato is over there,’ which I think is not the correct answer because Ms. Sato is a human. So I would choose the same item that I chose before that, which is choice D, yes, ‘on her desk.’”

PH16 identified the word “where” in the question. She formed a hypothesis and used selective attention to listen for the answer (“on the desk”). She eliminated other inappropriate choices. She finally confirmed her hypothesis and chose the “location of the thing” as her answer. She was able to retain information long enough to choose the answer.

The next example is from PL21, a low-proficiency learner who demonstrated that she could identify words and chunks from the question. However, the words she identified were not useful to answer the question.

Question 37: Is there a discount on this furniture?

(a) Yes, I can give you twenty-five percent off the regular price.
(b) Yes, we counted it last night.
(c) Yes, this is furniture.

PL21

“The answer is C because the question asks about ‘furniture’ or something, and I hear ‘this is furniture.’ For me, A is incorrect because the speaker says something about 25% off, and choice B has the word ‘last night,’ so I don’t choose choices A and B, but C. I will choose choice C because it has the same word as in the question.”

PL21 was able to identify the last word in the question, which was “furniture.” From the responses, she identified “25% off” and “last night.” Then, she formed the hypothesis that the correct answer was choice C without comprehending the meaning of the choices. She immediately eliminated the correct answer and matched the lexis heard in the question with the lexis in the choice that could lead to an incorrect answer. The ability to hear and understand the question between PH16 and PL21 could help detect high and low levels of proficiency in participants who are not able to go beyond the word level in the question and response task.

3.2 Hypothesis Formation

Hypothesis formation strategy cannot be used independently. It works well in combination with other listening strategies such as selective attention and monitoring against the question.

PH22 was a high-proficiency learner who employed hypothesis formation with other listening strategies to arrive at the correct answer.

Question 16: When can I call you?

(a) Tomorrow morning is a good time.
(b) Most people just call me Maria.
(c) My office is the best place to talk.
PH22

“I heard the question ‘When can I call to you?’ and the choices . . . When I listen, I think choice A and choice C are the possible answers. I think I will go for choice A because if I am not wrong, the speaker says something about ‘tomorrow,’ just like they are going to talk about tomorrow. And I will choose choice A as the answer. In the beginning, I think the answer is C because I have heard the speaker say something about ‘talk,’ ‘talk’ something.”

PH22 identified the whole question “When can I call you?” Then, she used selective attention strategy to listen for the answer in the choices and chose the correct answer. She did not use hypothesis formation strategy to obtain the answer. Rather, she employed selective attention, monitoring against the question, and identification of words and chunks.

Next, PI11 was an intermediate-proficiency participant who applied the same strategies as PH22. PI11 used hypothesis formation in combination with other listening strategies.

Question 24: Where would you like to eat dinner?

(a) As soon as I finish typing this document.

(b) We could try that restaurant across the street.

(c) Yes, I would like that very much.

PI11

“The question is asking about ‘where,’ which means places. First of all, I eliminated choice C because the answer is about like or dislike. Then, there will be choices A and B left. I couldn’t hear choice A clearly, but I don’t think it’s correct. In choice B, I hear the words ‘restaurant’ and ‘street’ or something. It’s related to the place so the answer is choice B.”

PI11 was able to identify the word “where” in the question and formed the hypothesis that if the question began with “where,” the answer should be the “place.” She used selective attention to listen for the correct choice, which was “restaurant.” Finally, she confirmed her hypothesis. Even though she did not understand everything in the choices, as long as she could identify the important word, she could select the correct answer.

3.3 Monitoring Against the Question

Participants needed to understand and monitor the question being asked to select the correct answer. They had to rely on the recording because they had nothing to read during the listening. Therefore, if they were not able to monitor and understand the question, they would not know what the answer was. Moreover, this strategy could not be used alone. Successful participants used this strategy in combination with other listening strategies such as identification of words and chunks and hypothesis formation.

PH8 was a high-proficiency participant who was able to use listening strategies perfectly.

Question 24: Where would you like to eat dinner?

(a) As soon as I finish typing this document.

(b) We could try that restaurant across the street.

(c) Yes, I would like that very much.

PH8

“‘Where would you like to eat dinner?’ That is the question. Stop.”

Audio File: “‘As soon as . . . this document.’ Stop.”

“‘As soon as I finish typing this document,’ which is not related to the question, right?”

Audio File: “‘We could try that . . . the street.’ Stop.”

“‘We could try that restaurant across the street.’ I will keep this choice.”

Audio File: “‘Yes, I would . . . very much. Stop.”

“‘The answer should be ‘across the street’ because the last choice says ‘Yes, I like them very much.’ I don’t think it is the answer to this question. It is supposed to be ‘a restaurant across the street.’”

PH8 was able to monitor and understand the question. He understood the whole question (“Where would you like to eat dinner?”). Then, he formed a hypothesis, used selective attention to listen for the answer, and eliminated choices that did not fit with the question. Finally, he confirmed his hypothesis when he learned that
the distractors did not relate to the questions.

PL19, a low-proficiency participant, was able to monitor the question using an identified word and without comprehending the question. She used inferencing, elaboration, and world knowledge strategies to help her answer the question.

Question 17: It’s supposed to rain tomorrow.
(a) You were supposed to come yesterday.
(b) I’d better bring an umbrella.
(c) Tomorrow’s train is on time.

PL19
“The question said something about ‘rain’ and I think it’s about rain, so I will choose choice B because I hear the word ‘umbrella.’ I should bring an umbrella.”

PL19 monitored the question and was able to identify one word (“rain”) without understanding the question. She did not form a hypothesis, but she accidentally heard the word “umbrella.” So, she used elaboration and background knowledge strategies to make sense of the question: namely, that if it rains, people carry umbrellas. The ability to hold longer and larger chunks of words could separate high- and low-proficiency participants. If the question had the word ‘umbrella’ in every choice, employing elaboration and background knowledge would not be enough to obtain the correct answer.

3.4 Matching Lexis Heard to Lexis in the Question

When participants did not understand what the question was, they matched the words they could hear with the words that appeared in the choices. Learners who did not monitor or comprehend the question ended up selecting the choice with the same word as in the question.

PL19, a low-proficiency participant, demonstrated that she could not monitor and comprehend the question. She just heard the last word in the question (“airport”), which was not important to answer the question. She then matched the last word she heard with the same lexis in the choice.

Question 18: Who is going to meet Mr. Contini at the airport?
(a) He’s at the airport.
(b) Mrs. Garcia will pick him up.
(c) At ten o’clock.

PL19
“I have heard the word ‘airport’ because they are at the airport, so I would answer choice A because I have heard the word ‘airport.’ He is at the airport.”

PL19 did not comprehend the question and the choices. She identified the last word in the question (“airport”), which was not important to answer the question. She then matched the last word she heard with the same lexis in the choice.

Next, PL12 employed match lexis heard to lexis in the question strategy without monitoring and understanding the question. She also matched the last word heard in the question with the answer.

Question 13: Where did you put the package for Ms. Sato?
(a) Ms. Sato is over there.
(b) They’re on her desk.
(c) She packed her bags.

PL12
“I think the answer is A because I have heard the last word ‘Ms. . . . ’ something, and choice A just repeated the same word as in the question.”

PL12 did not monitor or comprehend the question and could only identify the last word (“Ms. Something”). The word she could identify was not useful to make further inferences, so she employed guessing to link the word in the question with the word in the choice.

In conclusion, learners at all levels of proficiency should be aware of match lexis heard to lexis in the question strategy because the test was designed to motivate low-proficiency learners to choose a distractor when they
were not able to monitor and comprehend the question. If learners matched what they heard without understanding the question, there was a high possibility of their choosing the wrong answer.

4. Discussion

The strategies that the high-, intermediate-, and low-proficiency learners employed in the question and response task in the mock TOEIC listening test were identification of words and chunks, hypothesis formation, monitoring against the question, and matching lexis heard to lexis in the question. Learners of all levels of proficiency employed similar listening strategies. However, the quality of the answers and how they coped with the answers were completely different.

High- and intermediate-proficiency learners were able to hold longer and larger sentences in both questions and choices. They could identify whole sentences in the question and use selective attention to listen for the answer. Field (2010) mentioned that learners with high linguistic knowledge could free up space to process incoming information with less demand and effort. They were able to identify words, chunks, and syntactic and semantic information. Further, they knew how to employ listening strategies in combination because some of the strategies cannot be used independently. For example, high-proficiency learners formed hypotheses and monitored the question at almost the same time. Simasangyaporn (2016) revealed that learners used hypothesis formation strategies in combination with other listening strategies such as identification of words and chunks, elaboration, monitoring against the question, selective attention, and inferencing. High-proficiency learners also adjusted their hypotheses and answers according to what they heard. Vandergrift (2003), who studied listening comprehension strategies in more skilled and less skilled learners, demonstrated that the former used comprehension monitoring more often than the latter.

Meanwhile, low-proficiency learners had different ways of coping with listening questions. They were able to identify some words in a sentence that could not be used to help them answer the questions. They were also not able to hold longer and larger chunks of the sentence compared to high- and intermediate-proficiency learners because of limitations in their linguistics knowledge (Field, 2010). Low-proficiency learners formed hypotheses or suggested possible answers based on identified words and tried to match the answers in the choices to the question. Additionally, they mentioned that they monitored the questions, but they never adjusted their answers and their understanding according to what they heard or to the listening prompts. When they did not understand the questions being asked and accidentally heard the last word, they immediately applied a compensatory strategy such as matching lexis heard to lexis in the question, background knowledge, and elaboration to obtain the answer before moving on to the next question. Therefore, matching lexis heard to the lexis in the question is a strategy that can be widely used among low-proficiency learners. There is a large gap in linguistics knowledge and comprehension knowledge among these learners and other learners. They thus use this strategy to compensate for missing information. They also use other available information such as background knowledge and common sense (Buck, 2003). Matching lexis heard to lexis in the question was observed in Graham, Santos, and Vanderplank (2008), who studied strategy clusters and knowledge in French L2 listening comprehension. Their results revealed that BLK learners applied match lexis heard to lexis in questions because they were not able to comprehend the questions.

The pedagogical implications of this study are as follows: Teachers can use this study’s results to equip and prepare learners with listening strategies. It is beneficial for learners of all levels of proficiency to be taught these strategies, particularly low-proficiency learners. They need to learn how to apply these strategies intensively, systematically, and appropriately to solve listening problems in different listening task types. Teachers should at least point out that some strategies should be avoided in tests, such as matching lexis heard to lexis in the question, because of the high possibility of choosing an incorrect answer. Next, teachers should devote some time to teaching learners both bottom-up strategy (e.g., sounds, words, vocabulary, spoken language features) and top-down strategy (e.g., background knowledge, world knowledge, and experiences). Last, teachers should conduct listening practice, in which learners listen to different kinds of listening passages and perform different tasks. For high- and intermediate-proficiency learners, teachers should promote a systematic cycle of the metacognitive processes of planning, monitoring, and evaluation for the development of strategy use and listening awareness over time (Vandergrift, Goh, Mareschal, & Tafaghodtari, 2006).

There are several limitations related to the participants in this study. First, the participants might not have provided accurate or truthful information, creating response bias. Second, the sample size for this study might have been relatively small to achieve generalizability of the findings to larger populations. Last, the study focused on the TOEIC, which restricted the applicability of the results to another standardized test.
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**Appendix A**

**Taxonomy for Coding Metacognitive and Cognitive Listening Strategies**

In general, an appendix is appropriate for materials that are relatively brief and that are easily presented in print format. Some examples of material suitable for an appendix are (a) a list of stimulus materials (e.g., those used in psycholinguistic research), (b) a detailed description of a complex piece of equipment, (c) a list of articles that provided the source data for a meta-analysis but are not directly referred to in any other way in an article, and (d) a detailed demographic description of subpopulations in the study and other detailed and/or complex reporting items suggested in the reporting standards section of this chapter.

If your manuscript has only one appendix, label it Appendix; if your manuscript has more than one appendix, label each one with a capital letter (Appendix A, Appendix B, etc.) in the order in which it is mentioned in the main text. Each appendix must have a title. In the text, refer to appendices by their labels: produced the same results for both studies (see Appendices A and B for complete proofs).
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